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PREFACE 
The Research Achievements Reviews document re- 
seam h accomplished by the labo-mfories of Marshall 
Space Flight Center. Each review covers one o r  two 
fields of research and attempts to present the results 
in a form readily useable by specialists, system en- 
gineers, and program managers. 
Rsviews of this fourth series are designated Volume 
IV and will span tihe period from May 1970 through 
May 1972. 
In accordance with NASA policy the International Sys- 
tem of Units (SI Units), as  &fined in NASA SP-7012, 
are used in this publication. 
The papers in this report wem present& Moy 28, 1970 
U'illism G. Johnson 
Director 
Research Planning Office 
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STATISTICAL DETERMINATION OF SAFETY FACTOR REQUIREMENTS 
FOR UNTESTED STRUCTURES FROM SATURN V TEST DATA 
Jerrell M. Thomas 
INTRODUCTION 
A traditional method of assuring structural relia- 
bility in aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, and launch 
vehicles is  the application of structural safety factors. 
Those safety factors must always be carefully defined 
to meet the needs of the particular system; but for 
our purposes, it is sufficient to define the safety fac- 
tor as  the ratio of the load required to produce failure 
in a structure to the maximum expected load in ser- 
vice (limit load). Typi.cal safety factors in the aero- 
space industry range from 1.2 to I. 5 for major 
structures. It is standard practice to test a specimen 
of every major structure to assure that the required 
safety factors do exist. 
Tha increasing size and complexity of aerospace 
structures, coupled with the more complex c h i n a -  
tions of environments, cause the cost of testing and 
the influence of the testing on overall development 
schedules to continually increase. This provides 
a decrease in the probability of failure at load levels 
either above or below the predicted level. As wi l l  be 
shown later, the distribction of fdlure frequency 
about P mean value (near the predicted value) is 
approximately normal for Saturn V structures. This 
is illustrated schematically in Figure la. Design 
changes are usually made in those structures that 
fail at less than the predicted level while thope that 
fail at or above the predicted level are left unchanged. 
As a result, the failure frequency of structures that 
are  actually used in flight would appear somewhat as 
illustrated in Figure 1b. This odd distribution would 
sufficient motivation to search for ways to minimize 
the test program. Is i t  possible to decrease the scope 
of required testing to gain cost and schedule advan- 
tages without sacrificing the al l  important system - 
reliability? In the large systems of the immediate 
1 "I L 
" 100 10G 2 100 
future, such as the Space Shuttle and Space Station, PERCENT OF PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 
certain structures will almost certainiy be sized by a. Structures as tested 
stifEness requirements from dynamic considerations 
or by long life requirements. Thus, these structures 
may have an inherently large safety factor on the 
maximum expected load. In other systems, i t  may be 
feasible to increase the safety factor to some desired 
level at the expense of addhg weight. The purpose of 
this paper is to illustrate a possible method for deter- 
mining what safety factor is required to provide 
reliable structures without testing. 
DESCRI PTl ON OF METHOD 91 \ 
.\ 
There wffl alwaye be inaccuracies in predicting PERCENT OF PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 
the failure load of any given structure. It is reason- b. Structures after testing and re&r 
able to expect that the failure load w i l l  be overpredicted 
in some cases and underpredicted in others, with most Figure 1. Schematic of failure frequency 
structures failing near the predicted vaiue and with distributions. 
JERRELL M. THOMAS 
then make a statistical prediction of probability of 
failure in flight very difficult, even i f  other 
important variables such as manufacturing dif- 
ferences and expected load uncertainties are 
ignored. 
The concern of the present analysis is to accom- 
plish the somewhat easier taek of determining the 
safety factor for untested structures that will give 
essentially the same probability of success as that 
obtained with tested structures. This is accomplished 
by first assuming that the Saturn V structuo iz 
reprosentative of the structural article under con- 
sideration. Statistical properties of the Saturn V test 
can be determined, and a normnl distribution curve 
similar to Figure la  can be constructed. Once this 
is done, a percentage of the predicted failure load 
can be determined for which a selected probability 
exists that the failure load of the article under con- 
sideration will exceed. From this percentage, the 
required safety factor can be determined to assux 
that the structural article will not fail at less than 
the ultimate load. 
SATURN V TEST DATA ANALYS I S  
Assumptions and Limitations 
It is assumed that all structural components can 
be grouped statistically and that all tests were valid 
with respect to loads and environments. If a test 
specimen was not tested to failure, the maximum 
load sustaiained is taken ae the strength of the speci- 
men. If one test specimen was tested to a series of 
ultimate tests, the maximum load sustained in any 
test is taken as the strength. 
Data Analyzed 
A sample of the Saturn V test data that were 
analyzed fi shown in Table 1. Basically, each 
data point represents one major Saturn V struc- 
tural assembly such as a tank, interstage, or 
thrust structure. In some cases structural arti- 
clce were subjected to more than one load 
condition. If these load conditions were very sim- 
ilar to e~.:h other, the maximum load sustained in 
any test was taken as the weaimen rtrength. 
In other cses a single rrtructural article wna cub- 
jected td more than one test, and the test 
conditions were entirely different. In these caees 
more than one data point was gained from the eingle 
structural assembly. 
TABLE 1. SATURN V TEST DATA 
Most of the Saturn V structures are made from 
high strength aluminum materials. The const-uction 
is a mixture of riveted skin-stringer, integrally 
stiffened, and aandwich articles. 
Data 
Point 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I 
I 
The second column in Table 1 shows the safety 
factor attained by each article in the static structural 
test. This factor represents the ratio of tbe load 
attained in test to the limit load. The third column, 
which is the actual data analyzed, represents the 
percentage of the predicted capability load atbined 
by the article. For purposes of thi.8 analysis, the 
predicted capability was taken as the limit load times 
the safety factor requirement for the article. An 
indication as to whether or not the article woe tostcd 
to failure is given in the ha t  column. Slightly mow 
than half of the structures tested were tested to 
failure. The fact that acme structllras were not tested 
to failure produces an undesirable bioe in the data, 
but this ie not believed to be sewere becalllre many of 
the articles that did not fail were very near failure 
based or strain gage instrumentation. 
Statistical Representation of Data 
I I 
I 
I 
50 1.41 101 -id6 
A 
Test 
Safety 
Factor 
A statistical representation of the data is shown 
in Figure 2. The normal distribution was calculated 
by standard aW4rrtical methods. The histogram ia 
shown to give a visual comparison of the actual data 
to the normal distribution curve. The data have a 
mean value of 0.99 and a standard dsv:ation of 0.142. 
A more detailed repmaentation of the statirtir?.l 
prapsrtioa L down in Figure 3. An example of. 
converrion of the abscicr~ to any doeired safety factor 
is &own on the (B) scale L Figure 3. 
Percent 
of 
Predicted 
Tested 
to 
Failure 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
I 
I 
1.58 
1.12 
1.65 
I 
I 
60 
110 
I 
I 
1 1  I I I I 1 I 1 I 1 I I ! I I I i I i J 
PERCENT OF PREOlCTED FAILURE LOAD 
PERCENT OF PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD (A) 
PERCENT OF EXPECTED FLIGHT LOAD (EXAMPLE. SAFETY FACTOR 1.4) (6) 
Figure 3. Predicted fail- distribution of -te: :aturn V type structure&. 
JERRELL Y. THCYUS 
Analysis of Data 4o 
(I- 
Let p represent the mean of the test data. Then, 
the percentage c-: the expected fail- l d ,  which is 
Z standard deviatioas less th2n the mean value, is c =  3 lmmw 
p - Zo. where o is the standard deviatlm. Thrs,  for 5 
untested structures, the ratio of the expeeted failure 8 io 
I d  to the actual fatlure load for a Za mobability is g -- given by 
100 R=- 
p - Zo 
Then any desired value of failure lrxd must be multi- 
plied by this ratio to dAain a design load that S v e s  
a Zo probability of no failure a t  the desired farlure 
1 4 .  If the safety factor of tested sh.uctures is la 1s L. 2.5 u sc 
represented by FSt, the equi, dent safety factor, ~ s n F w Y F * C T Q ( I R 1 0 ~ ~  
FS . for untested structures wouid be given by 
u Figum 4. Failure probability prediction. 
In Figure 4, the required safely tactor. 5, 
for untected structures has been plotted ?emus h 
probahiiity d no failure, Zc. for variars values 
of FS as a parameter. It sharld be mted thatthe t 
FS - 1.00 ,Aot (-resented by tbe 100 percent t 
limit load airve) gives the pmbability d mure 
foi untested Saturn V type structures at Wt 1 4 .  
Fie- 5 is a crossplot of Figure4 from which the 
quiwalmce between safety factors for tested and 
tmtested structures can be d e t e w  directly for 
*ither a 2Q or 3u pmbddi ty  of M, failun. 
m 
= 
a 
5 
R 
t 
0 
.I 
t 
m 
5 
a 
R 
2 
f 
I 
CONCLUS 1 ONS Z I
i 
C 
a! 
Although the data presented should not be Inter- .) i 
preted ;as absolute because d the asslmrptioes made L -
and the limited test data available, they seem I 
yieid a ratsod guide for cbooshg safety factors for 
untested structures. For structures sized by stifi- 
ness col~si&rations, life requirements, or minimum 
gage restraints or for structures for wtich wewt 
is not of utmost importance, a no-test pbilsmphy witb 
larger andytical safety factors to prwi& eqPivwnt 
reliability is worthy of careful co~crideratioa. 
~ W F r m r f f T P s r o D ~  
Figure 5. wvaleot safety f8ctors. 
MODAL AWALYSIS OF SlrUCTURES BY AN ITERATIVE 
SUMMARY 
RAY l E  lo(-R I I Z  TECHII #UE 
John R. Admire 
A method of modal analysis of structures is 
presented. The method is based on repeated applica- 
tions of the well known Rayleigb-Ritz technique using 
improved coordinate vectors for each itemtioa. This 
procedure is convergent, since each q#ication of the 
ltayleigh-Ritz technique yields a better approximation 
d the modal properties d the structore. Numerical 
e*implesareusedtodentoastrrte~rapidcoaver- 
gate d the method. 
D g n s m i ~ r e s p o n s e ~ ~ a r e i m p o r t r n t i n t b s  
&sign d elastic structures subjected to time- 
depeadent applied forces, because the lods rssocuted 
w i t h t h e s e r e s ~ c a a e r ~ t h e l o z d s f r o m a i l  
other soumes. The dpsmic response of a s h u c m  
i sdeterminedhyso~i t sequat i~ofmot ion .  The 
present practice in the aerospace industry i s  to simu- 
late tbe actual structum with a discrete coo- 
model to obtain tbe equations of mothm. The discrete 
coordinate eqpptiosls Jf motion that result are caupled 
second-order difiemnthl weoaations. Shwe coepded 
ditferential equations are rather difficult to solve, they 
are tmnsfonaed to a set d rmcatpled differential 
equ: 'ions. The transformation is accomplished using 
tbemodeshapesfmmamoddanalssis, d t h e  
uacoqded equations are called modal equations. Thus, 
the moat important use of -1Pta fmm a modal analysis 
is to simplify the dynamic response analysis. 
The modal analysis of a discrete coordinate mo&l 
d a structure having n degrees d freedom requires 
tbe solution of an nth-order matrix eigenvalae problem. 
A digital computer is u s e  used to solve tk eigen- 
value problem. The three most inportant iUss to 
consider when choosing a method to solve th eigen- 
value problem on a computer are accaracy d the 
soluti&. computation t& quired, and compt8r 
storage required. There are many algorithms 
a W 1 e  for direct solution d the matrix efgenvPlue 
problem [I]; bwever, u the wmber d-s of 
freedo; 1 becmes large, tie computation time and 
computer s t o w  becomes excessive for most d 
these methods. 
Thetedmiquemoetdhnus4dint&aemspace 
industry to rsduca tba mmpibtiam time and computer 
storage to a c e  levels for modal rnrlysis is 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method 121. This method permits 
an ~ppmximatim d the first m modes d the structure 
to be ob&ined by solvbg an mth-order eigemalue 
praMem rather t&n the or&inrl ntb-ordcr eigsndue 
problem. Thus, when the wmber d modes deslred 
is sigPificrrntly lass than tbe number d degrees d 
fmedomoftbemodel, agreatdsaldcomputertime 
axIcomputerstomgecank~vedbyusiagthie 
metbad. l l t e  mc&ction in tbe order d the sfgeavrLuc 
pmblem is accomplIshej by nppmximstisg tbe dis- 
p h s w a t s  d (be discrete c o o d h h s b y r W  
sllm d m Rayleigh-Rib coordbte vectors. 
Tbe theory on which the Rayhigh-Rik metbod is 
based places only minor rosMons on tbe cgordi- 
vectors that can be used. Thus, an analyst has 
great freedom in the choice d the coordhate vectors. 
When the coordinate vectors are derived from the 
moQl properties of tbe v e t s  d tbe structure, 
the a p e  is called *%odd carplie%' or  ''couqn+ 
nentmodeayatbesisw. Themostwcllknownmethal 
based on component modal properties is the to 
Hurtp l31. 
The inberent problem in using theRayleigh-Ritz 
metbod is the accxuac3 d the appmxhate  sdaiam. 
That is, in ge8llerP1 it is b use more 
RayMgh-Ritz coc,rdhate vectors than the number d 
modes desired in erdsr to obtab sufficient accuracy. 
lhisprocedwetendstoddeattbepuix#ledthe 
Rayhigh-Rite method since the order d tbe eigewdue 
pmhlem is equal to the munber d coordinate vectors 
rather thaa the llomber d modes desired. 
The accuracy problem associrrted with tbs 
Rqphigh-Ritzmsthodcmbeeliminrsedby~ 
themethodrepea~andusingimpr(l~cdc00rdinote 
vectors oach time. This procedun w i l l  converge to the 
oxact modes siooeetachspplicatbnof tbe Rqp18igh-Rib 
method w l l I  yield a closer of the exact 
n ldem of tbe structure. 
Bajan, Feng, and Jaszlics 141 have suggested sktionary :ire obtained by expressing equation (6) in 
an iterative method and applied it using coordinate terms of {q}, differentiating it with respect to the 
vectors derived from component m d d  properties. Rayleigh-Ritz coordinates, q., and seUing the 
The iterative method presented here appears to con- result e q d  to 0;  i. e. . J 
verge more rapidly than the method of Bajan, Feng, 
and Jaszlics, a t  least for the e.umple in their paper. a d  - = O  , j = l t o m .  
a qj 
Performing the operatioas indicated by equation (7) 
ANALM I CAL -3'ELOPMENT yields 
Consider a discrete coordinate model of a con- 
strained structure having n degrees d freedom. The EquPtion (8) is a matrix eigfmalue probieru of order free, -ped e q u t i m  of motim of such a model 
eigemrectors - [ y* 1 bigen- 
expressed in matrix notation are: 
values are Id-4. The a p p m k  mode shapes 
(1) a re  oMained from the r e k t i d i p  
where {k) is a vector d discrete coordinate displace- 121 = IZllY*l - 
ments, [MI is themass matrix, and [K] is thes-tiffness 
matrix. The timedependenceinequation (1) can be The accuracy of the mode shapes and f requencies 
iwt obhiaed from the Rayleigh-Ritz method depends entirely 
remwed by the transformatiam {x) = e {x) , simx on thecoordmatevectors, [Z]. In general, there a r e  
its solutions a r e  harmonic in time. Thus, equation (1) 
becomes 
Equation (2) is recognized as a matrix a i g e d u e  proG 
lem of or&r n whose eigemrectors, [Y I ,  ue the mode 
shapes and whose eigenvalues, f'w2. 1 , are the squares 
of the frequencies. 
The first stepin using thr Rayleigh-Ritz kdmique 
[ 21 to obtain apprrncimate solutions of equation (2) con- 
sists of selecting a compiete sequence of coordinate 
vectors 
which a re  linearly independent and satisfy the kinematic 
boundary conditions. The displacement vector {x) is 
then expressed as a linear sum of the first .rll coordinate 
vectors 
m 
In matrix notation, equation (4) can be expressed as 
It is known from energy considerations [PI that the 
function 
must be stationary. The equations that w i l l  yield wZ 
no procedures a r d a b l e  for choosing a set of coordinate 
vectors that w l l l  yieldexact solutiolls. However. i t  is 
possible to stalecharacteristics such a set mustpos- 
sess. the mode s h a p s  derived from the method 
are a linear combhati011 of the coordinate vectors, it is 
clear that exact llhodes wouLd result if each coordinate 
vector was a linear combination of tbe first m mode 
shapes d t b e  structure. A m h r  way of statingthis is 
that exact results would be oMaiaed for the first m modes 
of tbe structure if the coordinate vectors did wt contain 
any contribution of modes hi@er than m. 
Consider an iterative proceddre to eliminate tht 
accuracy problem associated with the Rayleigh-Ritz 
technique. H the Raylw-Ri tz  technique was repeat- 
edly applied and if each time it was applied the 
coordinate vectors used would yield more accurate 
results than the p r e v i w  set  d vectors, it is clear 
that the iteration procedure would comrerge to the 
exact solution. The only problem with the iteration 
procechre is generating an imprwed set d coordi- 
nate vectors; that is, a set of vectors which w d l  
yield more accurate results than the previous set of 
coordinate vectors. Before an improved set d coordi- 
nate vectors can be generated, it is necessary to estab- 
lish the characteristics such a set must possess. 
From the dfscussion of the characteristics tbat 
a perfect set of coordinate vectors mitdpossess, it is 
dear that an imprwed set of vectors is a set in wiiich 
each vector conL+ns less contribution fro111 the higher 
modes than the corres.pondimg vector in the previous 
set. Since the approjdmate mode s-bape'e obtained by 
the Rayleigh-Ritz technique a r e  a linear sum d the 
coordinate vectors, it is possible to state the charac- 
teristics cf an improved set of coordinate vectors in 
terms of a set of approximate mode shapes; that is, 
a set d coordinate vectors will be an imprwed set 
with respect to the previous set of vectors, if each 
vector conbias less contribution from the higher 
modes than the corresponding mode shape &rived 
from the previous set of coordinate vectors. Thus. 
an imprwed set of coordinate vectors can be gener- 
ated by suppressing the contribution of the higher 
modes in the approximate mode shapes. =a proce- 
dure for suppressinc tb? csJrii3uaon ot hi-r 
TS&S 1s well  known; in fact, it is the basis of tbe 
matrix iteration method 151 of modal analysis. 
and 
Equations (1 6) and (17) can be solved efticiently f s r  
structures whose mass and stiffness matrices are 
banded by using methods based on Cholesky*~ square- 
root technique 161. 
The equations necessary in applying the iterative 
Rayleigh-Rit. technique have been developed. The 
essential steps of the technique can be summarized 
as follows: 
Consider generating a vector {f} from a vector 1. Select a set of coordinate vectors [Z] . 
{s} by t h e  following equation: 
2. Form the eigenvalue problem expressed by 
{f} = 1 ~ 1 "  i ~ l { s }  . (10) equation(8). 
The vector {s} can be expressed a s  a  sum of 3. Sdve equation (8) to yield the efgenvectors 
the mode shapes of the structure [ Y* 1 and eigenvdues ['w24. 
4. Compute a set of approJcimate mode shapes 
(11) byequation(9). 
Combiaiog equations (10) and (11) yields 5. Compute an improved set d coordinate 
n 
vectors [Z] by solving equations (16) and (17). 
{f} = 2 [KI-I [MJ{Y}~, - (12) 6. Return to step 2. 
i l  
Since {r}j and w. must atuy equation (2). tb The iteration ia halted when the mode shnpes and 
1 
following relationship exists: frequencies have attained the desired accuracy. 
Therefore, equation (12) can be written as 
Comparing equations (11) and (14). i t  is evident 
that the contribution of the higher modes in {f} is 
less than in {s), since the rnagniruda of o? increases 
I 
with /. Thus, an improved set d coordinate vectors 
can be obtained from the relationship 
It is not advisable to use equation (15) directly to 
compu& [Z] s h e  [KJ-' is, in general, a full matrix 
and requires a great deal of storage. Thus, equation 
(15) is replaced by two equations and [Z] is deter- 
mined by solving a eet at simultaneous equatious; 
that is, 
NUMER ICAL RESULTS 
The preceding analysis was progipammd for an 
IBM 70% digital computer. Included in the program 
was a provision for computing static deflections 
resulting from unit loode applied at  selected discrete 
coordinates. These static deflections were used as 
the initial caordinate vectors for the analysis. 
Modal data were gene- for the cantilever 
frame structure shown in Figure 1. The structure is 
composed of 50 identical members, each of which can 
deform axially and in bending. The axial stiffness, 
A!?, bending stiffness, EI, and the mass density, p. 
d the members are also ahown in Figure 1. A die- 
crete coordinate model of the structure was generated 
using 3 degrees d freedom a t  each juactioxi d the 
members, which resulted in a total of 90 degrees of 
freedom. The degrees of freedom used a t  the jurrc- 
tions were a rotation, a horizontal dist91phemat, and 
a vertical displacement. Modal data fo r  this model modes, and the fourth mode is entirely an aKiai 
were computed using a standard eigenvalue routine mode. 
to  verify the results obtained from the iterative 
Rayleigh-Ritz technique. The f i rs t  three modes of Figure 2 shows a plot of the square of the 
vibraticn of this structure are primarily bending frequency versusthe number of iterations. Also 
THE MSCRETE COORMNATE MDO€L OF THIS STRUCTURE HAS 3 MGREES Of FREEWM AT EACH 
JUWlWN FOR A TOTAL OF 90 DEGREES Of FREEWl l  
~ E ~ N G  STIFFIYESS. El - 1.m X I$ n h 2  
AXIAL STIFFNESS. AE - 2136 X 1 3  N 
YATERIAL DENSITY. p - 1.069 X 1d k2d 
Figure 1. Frame structure. 
Figure 2. Plot of the square of *h frequency versus the number of iterations. 
tihown in this figure i s  a sketch snowing the structure 
with three arrows on it  indicating the locations at  
which unit loads were applied to obtain the coordi- 
nate vectors. Since three coordinate vectors were 
used. three frequencies were obtained. They alee 
shown plotted with a subscript indicating the mode 
number. The values of the frequencins shown for  the 
0th iteration a r e  the frequencies computed from the 
initial set  of coordinate vectors. All three frequen- 
cies converged to a constant value after three 
iterations with the third frequency requiring the 
most iterations since it  was initially in e r r o r  the 
most. From Figure 2 one could conclude that if 
the initial frequencies a r e  not greatly in e r ror ,  the 
technique produces rapid convergence. The next 
question that must be answered is: if the initial 
f n - y * ~ i e c  ?re greatly in  e r ror ,  will the technique 
s t J l  converge to the correct solution rapidly? 
The purpose of Figure 3 is to show the rate  of 
convergence of the frequencies for  the case where 
the initial frequencies a r e  greatly in e r ror .  This 
figure is similar to Figure 2 except that a different 
se t  oi initial cmrdinate vectors was used. The 
locations of the unit loads used to generate the 
coordinate vectors a r e  shown a s  arrows in the 
figure. These initial coordinate vectors yielded 
frequencies that were a s  much a s  two orders  of 
magnitude in error .  The technique etill yielded 
accurate solutions after only four iteratime. Thus. 
one could conclude from Figures 2 d 3 t h t  the 
number of iterations required to ob9in accurate 
solutions does not depend greatly on Lire initial se t  
of coordinate vectors. 
Thus far ,  only the convergence of the frequen- 
c ies  has been discussed. The rate  of convergence 
of the mode shapes is a l so  important. Figure 4 
shows the rate  of convergence of the made shape 
corresponding to the third frequency &own in 
Figure 3. This mode was selected since its 
frequency converged the slowest of the three shown 
0 2 4 8 8 10 12 
ITERATION NUMBER 
Figure 3. Rate of convergence of frequencies where the initial frequencies a r e  greatly in error .  
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Figure 4. Mode shape of third male. 
in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a plot of the centerline 
mode shape for iterations from zero to five. The 
mode shapes for the fourth and fifth iterations are  
almost identical. This indicates that the mode con- 
verged to a very accurate value in four iterations. 
Thus, from the numerical examples shown, it is  evi- 
dent that the iteration techniques will yield accurate 
mode shapes and frequencies after very few iterations. 
Figure 5 shows what can happen if the cwrtii- 
nate vectors a r e  generated arbitrarily. Agsi~., the 
squares of the frequencies a re  plotted versus the 
iteration number, and the static loads used to 
generate the coordinate vectors a r e  shown on the 
sketch. In the previous examples, all of the static 
loads used to generate the coordinate vectors 
caused the structure to deform a t  lecst to some 
extent in bending. That 1s not the case in this 
example. The horizontal force shown In Figure 5 
causes no deformation normal to the centerline o; 
the structure. Thus, the coordinate vector obtained 
from the horizontal force gives no approximation of 
the first three  nodes since they a r e  bending modes. 
Figure 5 shows that the frequencies converged to a 
constant value rapidly, but the value to which the 
third frequency converged Is  not the Lrue third 
frequency but is the fourth freqitency of the structure. 
As mentioned previously, the foxrth mode i s  an 
axial mode. Thus, the coordinate vectors chosen 
must approximate, at  least to some extent, the 
type of modes that a r e  being computed. After eigh: 
iterations, roundoff e r rors  caused this mode to 
pick up a small amount of bending. When this 
happened, the iteration technique amplified this 
bending and suppressed the axial deformation, and 
i t  quickly converged to the true third frequency of 
the strc :me. Thus, some care must be taken 
in the coordinate vectors. 
Based on the numerical examples presented, i t  
appears the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz technique is an 
efficient. means of computing modal data for struc- 
tures having banded mass and stiffness matrices if 
reaso~able  care i s  used in selecting the coordinate 
vectors. 
Initial coordinate vectors obtained from static 
loads were only used to demonstrate the iteration 
technique, and it should not be concluded that they 
a r e  the best ones to be used. It is most likely that 
initial coordinate vectors derived from the modal 
properties of the components of the structure would 
be a better choice. 
Even though the technique as presented 
applies only to constrained structures, i t  can be 
applied to unconstrained structures with only minor 
modifications. 
JOHN R. ADMIRE 
ITERATION NUMBER 
Figure 5. Plot of the square of (he frequency versus the number of iterations with the coordinate vectors 
generated arbitrarily. 
The most logical extension of this work would of the structure's components and generate the 
be to apply the iterative technique using initial improved coordinate vectors using substructuring 
coordinate vectors derived from the modalproperties techniques. 
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FLOW INDUCED VIBRATIONS I N  METAL BELLOWS 
H. J. Bandgren* 
SUMMARY 
This paper summarlzea the results of an experi- 
mental and analytical srudy of flow induced vibration 
of metal bellows. The results of numerous labora- 
tory experiments have confirmed that vortex shedding 
from the tips of the bellows convolutions is the fluid 
excitation mechanism. When the frequency of the 
vortex shedding coincides with one of the natural 
longitudinal resonant frequencies of the f ree  bellows 
o r  braided hose, a strong bellows vibration may 
exist. 
A semiempirical method of estimating the flow 
induced dynamic s t resses  in a bellows for a given 
set of flow conditions has been formulated. Design 
methods for  eliminating o r  minimizing the effects of 
metal bellows. A number of significant findings have 
heen made throughout this studs and 2re discussed in 
detail in ths ;zE;er; chese a r e  listed below: 
1. The fluid-elastic mechanism causing bellows 
flow excitation (vortex shedding) has been ob~erved  
in the laboratory and is discussed. 
2. A semiernpirica! method for estimating the 
flow induced dynamic s t resses  in a bellows for a 
given s e t  of flow conditions is described. 
3. Methods of eliminating o r  minimizing flow 
induced dynamic  tresses a r e  presented. Internal 
flow liners and various bellows external damping 
devices have bean tried a s  a means of suppressing 
the bellows flow induced vibrations. 
flow induced vibration in bellows systems have been 
developed and experimentally verified. VORTEX SHEDD l NG FROM BELLOWS CONVOLUTIONS, THE FLOW EXC I TAT I ON 
The criteria presented in this paper were used 
to afisess all  of the metal bellows in the Saturn/ 
Apollo launch vehicle system to determine if flow 
induced vibration problems ex is td .  Corrective 
action was implemented where necessary by the 
installation of flow liners o r  the addition of damping 
to the bellows system. 
INTRODUCTION 
Iluring the flight of the second Saturn V space 
vehicle, AS-502, one of thr 1-2 engines on the second 
s k g e  malfunctioned causin;: h e  engine to shut down 
early. During the same flight the 5-2 engine on the 
third stage failed to restar t  in earth orbit. More 
recently, during static firings of the S-NB flight 
stages fo r  AS-508 and AS-509, the LH2 propellant 
delivery lines developed leaks. All of these anoma- 
lies were determined to be the result of flow induced 
vibratian fatigue failures of the metal bellows. 
This paper describes the results of an analytical 
and experimentsl study of flow induced vibrations in 
MECHAN l S M  
It is documented in the literature that when there 
is fluid flow over a cylinder, a s  shown in Figure 1, 
with a sufficiently high heynolds number, a succession 
of alternately shed vortices will occur in the near 
wake region of the cylinder. Over a Reynolds num- 
ber range of from 300 to 300 000, the frequency of 
the vortex shedding is related to the Strouhal number 
(S), flow velocity (V) ,  and the diameter (D) of the 
cylinder a s  jhown in Figure 1. This same phenomenon 
has been shown to occur when fluid flows through a 
bellows with open convolutes, ae depicted a t  the 
bottom of Figure 1. The length quantity is u, the 
width of the convolute. 
When the vortex shedding frequency of the bellows 
coincides with one of the longitudinal resonant fre- 
quencies of the bellows, a strong bellows vibration 
may result. To  verify this, the response characteris- 
tics of numerous bellows were studied in the flow 
f:rcility. Figure 2 shows the flow induced dynamic 
s t ress  a t  the tip of the convolute for a typical f ree  
bellows. This Is a single ply bellows with an inside 
diameter of 5.08 cm (2.0 in. ) and a convolute 
width of 0.3175 cm (0.125 in. ). A gr@ of root 
+This study was performed in conjunction with Southwest Research Institute under contract NASB-21133 
with Dr. C. R. Gerlach a s  the principal investigator. 
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i i 9 . Y  RATE - literslsec 
VORTEX SHEDDING FROM CYLINDER 
Figure 1. Vortex shedding process. 
mean square s t ress  a t  the tip of the end convoldion 
i s  plotted against flow rate  in l i t e r s / s x  (gallons 
per minute a r e  also shoS.vn). As the !low rate  
increased, a s u c c e s s i ~  2 of bellows modes were 
excited. Before the bellows was installed in the 
flow facility, it was filled with water, capped off, 
and fixtured on an electrodynamic shaker to identity 
i ts  longitudinal natural frequencies. These were 
400 Hz for the first mode, 780 Hz for the seco:id 
.node, 1130 Hz for  the third mode, and 14F'J Hz for 
the fourth mode. The significance here is that the 
flow rate corresponding to each of the s t ress  build- 
ups shown in Figure 2 resulted in a particular vortex 
shedding frequency that coincided with one of the 
lon@tudinol resonant frequencies of the bellows 
when a Sirouhal number of approximately 1). 2 was 
used in the calculation for the vortex sheddiug 
frequency. Also, the dynamic, s t ress  increased 
a s  the mode number increased, because the vortex 
shedding forces a r e  proportional to the free-stream 
stagnation pressure, % p ~ Z  (where p is the fluid 
mass density). 
2nd MODE (78.l Hz) A / 
3rd MODE (1130 Hz) 0 
4th MODE (1450 Hz) 
STRAIN GAGE ON END 
CONVOLUTION 
BELLOWS PN 033% 
FLON RATE - gpm 
Figure 2. 'Bel l~ws s t ress  a s  a function of flow rate  
for  four ilow excited modes of vibration. 
The type of longitudinal resonant males  that 
a r e  excited in a free bellows a r e  shown in Figure 3. 
These resonant modes a r e  someti~nes referred to 
a s  the accordion modes. For  the f i rs t  four natural 
mcdes of the previous bellows, axial displacemqt 
is plotted on the ordinate a s  a function of p s i t i o n  
along the bellows on the abscissa. The f i rs t  
natural mode is 400 Hz. There a r e  nodes at  the 
ends of the bellows, and all of the convolutions a r e  
moving in phase with the maximum motion at  the 
center of the bellows. The second mode is 780 Hz. 
The nodes a r e  a t  the center and end points of the 
bellows, and the maxirnum motion is a t  the quarter 
.mints 180 degrees out of phase. See Figure 3 for 
a description oi iilt; third and fourth modes. 
A bellows vibrating in one of its accordion modes 
is  better represented by a lumped parameter system 
than by a continuous system. The mechanical model 
shown a t  the bottom of Figure 3 was found to give 
quite adenuate predictions of the longitudinal be!lows 
frequencies. The lnodel consists of a ser ies  of equal 
"FIXITY" PROVIDED B! WIRE BRA10 
,A,, 
f 
AXIAL DISPLACEY EM1 
I 
Figure 3. Observed bellows iongitudinal vibration 
ride shapes. 
springs (k) and masses (m) fixed a t  the ends. The 
individual sprlngs can be determined from the &al 
spring rate d the bellows: the masses c j n  be deter- 
mined from the bta1 mass of the bellows con\~olutions 
plus the mass of &e  fluid trrrpped in the root of thz 
convolutes. The mass and flexibility matrices can 
be determined fro= the model, and standard 
eige~dunction routine will provide the res mant 
frequencies and mode s h p e s .  
For a braided hose '& type of m&s that  re 
excited by ri.2 vortex shedding forces a r e  shown in 
Figure 4. The adjacent crovins of the cmvolrltes are 
fixed by ;he wirs brcud, and a sinlple cantilever mode 
of the individual roots of the convolutes is excited. 
These ?re sonietimes referred to a s  reed modes. and 
the spring mass system is a simple one a s  shown at  
the bottom of F ~ g u r e  4. 
Experimental strAoscopic observations have 
been used to verify that these a r e  the longitudinal 
Figure 4. .\Ietal hose flow excited vibration n3.0de. 
bellows modes that a r e  excited by the vortex shedding 
forces. To experimen'dly verify that vcrtt?x shedding 
i s  the mechan~sm that is exciting the longiiudinal 
modes of the bellows, a model consisting of a two- 
dimensional c lear  plastic channel containing a short 
section of sonvoluted metal was constructed. as 
shown in Figure 5, and placed in the flow facility. 
As in an actual bellows, the convolution tips a r e  
exposed to the fluid flow. When xa te r  is passed 
through the channel a t  tkz proper flow velocity, the 
convolutions a r e  flow excited. By injecting ink 
lpstream from the convoiuted eegment and by slowing 
down the motion w ~ t h  the aid of a strobe Light, the 
vcirtex shedding process was readily visualized. and 
motion pictures were M e n .  
Figu-e 6 shows the sequence of fluid and convolu- 
tion eveqts that were observed in a frame-by-frame 
examination of the motion pictures. Note that the 
mode of vibration of the segment is o r e  where each 
convolution moves out of phase v;i& the adjacent 
convolutions. The vo-x shedciing process on the 
vibrating convolution segment. a s  s h o ~ n  in Figure 5, 
occurs a s  follows: 
1. Position I - A large v0rte.x c has formed 
betwsen convolutions I and 2 .  A small vortex b ia 
beginning to fcrm on the downstream side of convo!u- 
tion 2. A large vortex a is moving across  the tip 
of convolution 3; its origin will beccme apparent 
later. 
IRK IWJEGTIOW PORT 
2.54 t m  (1.0 im.) WIDE STRIP CUT FROM 
20.32 cm (8.0 im.) BELLOWS 
Figure 5. Two-dimensional bellows fiovr visualization model. 
2. Position II - Vortex has been pushed 
downstream by the pinching action of convdutions 1 
SEMIEMPIRICAL METHOD FOR ESTIMATING 
and 1. vortex b is gaining in stmcgth ~n the dclvn- FLWd INDUCED DYNAM lC STRESSES 
stream side of convolution 2 .  Vortex a is propagating I N  METAL BELLWS 
downstream. 
3. Position III - The space between convolu- 
tions 1 an3 I has opened up causing the fluid to be 
drawn i3, and vortex d is beginning to form on the 
downstream side of convolution 1. Vortex c has 
been swept over the top of convolution 2 with the 
timing being about right to combine with vortex b, 
forming the larger  vortex b + c. 
4. Position rV - Vortex d is gairiing in strr3n-d 
on the downsiream side of convolution I. 170rtex 
b + r: is being pushed out into tbe fluid s t ream by the 
"pinching" action of convolu?ions 2 and a. 
5. Positio~r V - This is the same a s  position I 
completing one cycle of the vortea shedding process. 
Note that vortex a in position I is the combination of 
two vortices. as is b + c in position V. 
The previous discussion has been directed to the 
problem of whm an1 how a Lwllows cac be flow 
excited. The coincicknce of L& longitudinal resonant 
frequencies of a be!loivs with the v ~ r t e x  shedding 
frequency does not indicate the severeness of the 
vibrahon. During this stu*, an attempt has been 
made to predict vibration amplitudes and correspond- 
ing s t ress  levels in a be110 v s  f o r  a given se t  of flow 
conditions. 
Figure 7 shows the fluid a d  structural *namics 
involved in bellows flow excitatitm. The process of 
periodic vortex formation and shedding cause.3 a 
corresponding periodic pressure to be exem on 
the bellows convolutione. The amplitttde of this 
alternating pressure is proportional to  the free--stream 
Figure 6. Sequence of coupled fluid-convol~iion 
events observed with two-dimensional bellows 
flow visualization model. 
stagnation pressure % p ~ 2 .  So f a r  a s  the bellows 
structure is concerned, the effect of this alternating 
pressure may be considered a s  a net force applied a t  
the tip of each convolution. This force is called the 
vortex shedding force. The semiempirical equations 
for the vortex force, the convolution displacement, 
and the resulting s t ress  at  the tip of the convolution 
a r e  shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 8 shows the model that was used to 
determine the value of the vortex force coefficient 
CF. A s k g l e  h i l o w s  convolution was simulated 
in this test by a flexible steel ring clamped in a 
special housing between a pair of exciter coils. 
A displacement probe was built into the apparatus to 
allow ring vibration amplitudes to be monitored. 
The convolution vibration test model was placed in 
J !. -I +f VORTEX fORCE 
2 F = CFCEAp IhpY ! 
THE RESULTANT STRESS IS 
STRESS=C, E t a n2  
IN THE ABOVE EOUATIONS 
CF VORTEX FORCE COEFFICIENT 
CE ELBOWFACTOR 
C. VIBQATION MODE FACTOR 
0 uyNAnI' ~MPLIFICATION :ALFING 
C, GEOMETRIC SIREIS FACTOR 
Figure 7. Illustration of s t r e s s  resulting from 
vortex force. 
Figure 8. Diagram of convolution vibration test 
mcxiel and equivalent bellows and mechanical 
model representations. 
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the flow facility, and the vibratory response of the 
ring in water was determined with the excitation 
provided by the exciter coils. Next, the fre- 
quency response of the ring was determined with 
the fluid flow providing the excitation. Finally, a 
static force versus deflection calitration was made 
on the ring. The data from these tests were used 
as follows: 
1. Vibration amplitude a s  a function of fluid 
velocity was converted to an apparent force using 
t h . ~  data from the force-deflection calibration. 
2. This apparent force was converted to a true 
vortex force by dividing it by the dynamic atnplifica- 
tion factor Q, obtained from the forced vibration test 
in water. 
3. The vortex force coefficient C was then 
F 
determined from the equation for the vortex force 
shown in Figure 7. 
Voitav coefficient data were obtained'in this 
manner for several convolution geometries. They 
were also obtained from numerous tests on,real 
bellows. The results of these tests are  summarized 
in Figure 9. The vortex force coeffic~ent C is  F 
plotted on the ordinate a s  a function of the ratio of 
pikh to convolute tip width on the abscissa. Notice 
the great reduction in the force c~efficient a s  the 
convolution pitch i s  opened. 
The next factor in the vortex force equation 
shown in Figure 7 is the elbow coefficient C The E ' 
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Figure 9. thmmaiy of bellows vortex force coefficient experimental data. 
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presence of an elbow upstrean1 from a bellows causes 
excessive flow induced dynamic stresses because cf 
the increased turbdence. There is little quantitative 
data available on this effect, but the avdable  data 
suggest correcting the vortex shedding force upward 
by 2 factor of 2.0 to account for the presence of an 
upstream elbow. 
A is the projected area of the convolution and 
P 
can be approximated by the product of the mean cir- 
cumfere-lce and the height of the convolute. The 
final quautity i~ the vortex force equation is the 
free stream stagnation pressure '/z p ~ 2 .  
The convolution displacement resulting from 
the vortex force is shown in the second equation of 
Figure 7. The vibration mode factor C relates 
m 
displacement and force for a given resonant condition. 
The following assumptions were made in the deriva- 
tion of the vibration mode factor: 
1. The shape of the longitudinal bellows modes 
is intermediate between a linear and sinusoidal 
form. 
2. The maximum deflection for a given mode 
is equal to the static deflection b r ~ ~ e s  Q, the m c  
a-nplifica3on factor. 
3. The maximum stress point for a given 
vibration mode occurs at  the convolution with the 
maximum relative displacement. Generally, this 
is the end convolution for each half-wave mode shape. 
The first assumption implies that the mode shape 
w e r  the first quarter wavelength is 
x = '[(f 2 jY + &(?)I , 
where x denotes the axial absolute displacement of 
a given point along the bellows defined by the axial 
position coordinate Y, N is the mode number, and 
1 is the l e~g th  of the bellows. 
The second assumption implies that the maximum 
absc.lute displacement x is 
where F is the vortex shedding force, Q is the dym- 
mic amplification factor, and K is the axial spring 
rate of the bellows. A 
Trom the third assumption, the point of maxi- 
mum re!-:we displacement x for a given bellows, 
mr  
and a given mode of vibration, occurs a1 a point 
where Y = L,'LN_. Therefore, from equ~tion (1) 
CI 
Combining equations (2) and (3) yields 
and by comparison with the equtiou for the convolu- 
tion displacement in Figure 7, the vibration mode 
Return- now to 'a equation for the c o w o ~ u t i o ~  
displacement shown in Figure 7, the next factor is 
the vo~tex shedding force F thlt has been discussed 
and then the dpamic  ~ i c a t i o n  factor Q, a 
measure of damping. Physically. Q represents the 
ratio of the vibration amplitude at resollance to the 
vibration amplitude in the limits of zero frequency. 
It also can be expressed as the resonant frequency 
divided by the frequency bandwi&& at the balf-pmr 
points for a given resonant buildup. Because Q is s o  
important in the prediction of bellows flow i d u e d  
dynamic stresses, a large number d tests =re 
performed from which Q values could be obtained. 
Each bellows tested was installed in a special fixture 
that rigidly connected the end flanges. This was to 
insure that the vibration modes excited were the 
same as those excited by the vortex &&bg forces. 
The bdows  were then excited with an electmdymnk 
shaker with the output strain at the tip pf the convo- 
lutes measured to obtain Q values. Some observa- 
tions noted during this testing were as follows: 
1. As the strain was increased, the damping 
increased and lowered the Q values. 
2. Increasing the number of plies in a bellows 
i- reases the damping significantly. 
3. Going from a lour pressure gas to a high 
pressure gas or from a light liquid to a dense liquid 
increases the damping. 
Some typical Q values as a function of number 
of plies and flow media are: 
No. Plies Q Range 
1 Air or low pressure gases 150 to 200 
1 High pressure gases or  100 to 150 
light liquids 
1 Heavy liquids 50 to 100 
2 Gases 40 to 50 
4 Liquids 30 to 40 
3 A l l  20 to 40 
The last factor in the cmvoiution displacement 
equation is K the axial spring rate d the bellows. A 
The most accurate method for determiningK is A 
from load deflection tests in the laboratory. Probnhly 
the most accurate analytical method for determining 
bellows spring rate was developed by the BaUeUe 
Memorial Icstitute. This is a computerized method 
that provides for both linear and nonlinear elastic 
deformations. Most wwompUerized techniques 
use equations similar to those developed by P 
Salzmann. 
The last equation in Figure 7 is for the resultant 
stress a t  the tip d the bellows comolutioil. The stress 
is related to Young% modulus (E) ~IUI ply thickness 
(t) of the bellows material. and the bight (h) rad 
deflection of the convolute by a geometric stwss 
factor Cs. Here again, the BatteIle Memorial 
hstitute has aMained very gwd agreement betareen 
theoretical and experimental methods using a com- 
puter solution for the stress deflection & d p .  
However, the Salzmam equations for determining 
the stress in a bellows for a given convolution dis- 
placement compare favorably with the experimental 
test results. 
METHODS OF ELIMINATING OR MIN IMIZ ING 
F L W  INDUCED DYNAMIC STRESSES 
The machaPism by which metal bellows are 
excited by flow induced vibration inda semiempirical 
method of estimating the resulting stresses have 
been discussed. The question now is; how can 
these dynamic stresses be eiiminated or minimized? 
The installation of an internal flow liner in a bellows 
will eliminate flow induced dynamic stresses, when 
the liner design covers all of the active convolutions. 
The cone shape of most hers allows angular 
movement d Ule bellows but produces a constriction. 
resulting in unwanted pressure drops. 
A method for reducing the flow stresses i? a 
bellows is to add damping to the bellows structure. 
This can be accomplished by the following methods: 
1. Increasing the number of plies of the bellows. 
2. F w  the convolutions with some visco- 
elastic material such as rubber or 3M stripcaulk. 
3. Placing a soft metal sprhg in each of the 
bellows convolutions. 
4. rightly wrPpping the exterior of the bellows 
with wire screen. 
Experimental results show all of these methods 
9dford a considerable amount of daaping. 
CONCLUS IONS 
An examination of test results d flow induced 
vibrations d numerous bellows codirmd that 
vortex sheddirrg from the bellows comalutiomr is tbe 
excitation mechanism. When the vortex shedding 
frequemy coincides with are d tbe natural resacant 
modes d the m s ,  a stmmg vibration may exist. 
Tests results compare favorably with the 
semiempirid metbod presented in tbis paper for 
predicting tbe flow ilKiuced dynamic stresses. 
They also ca5firm &at tk external damping &vices 
suppress flow induced vibrations d bellows. 
Tbe results of this study were used to assess 
a i I  of the bellows oa the Sabm/Apollo lauach 
vehicle system to determim flow induced vibration 
susceptibiJity and to provide gukkhes for all 
necessary cormctive action. 
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MAS f RAM, NASA'S GENERAL PURPOSE STRUCTURAL 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
BY 
KASTRAN is a general purpose digital computer 
program for the analysis of large complex structures. 
'The acronym NASTRAN is formed from NASA struc- 
tural analysis. During the annual review of NASA's 
research program in the area of structural dynamics 
in January 1964, it became apparent that there was 
considerable effort by many of the Centers to 
develop computer programs for structural analysis, 
designed to meet the particular needs d each of Ule 
Centers. It was suggested that perhaps s single 
program could meet all their needs. The Office of 
Advanced Research and Technology appointed a 
committee with representation from eight NASA 
Centers to study this possiblity. TLw;, the Ad Hoc 
Group on Computer Methods in Structural Analysis 
was formed. 
After 6 months of investigation, the A d  Hoc 
Group reported to NASA H e a ~ u a r t e r s  that there 
was no digital program in existence that had broad, 
uniform capabilities in the three interdependent 
disciplines of analytical mechanics, numerical 
methods, and computer programming. The Group 
did observe that there was considerable capability 
dispersed throughout the aerospace industry that 
had not been collected into a single program. They 
also found that there was a tendency toward pro- 
prietary secrecy that inhibited any exchange of 
information. Communication was further hindered 
by the lack of compatibility between the structurai 
analysis programs of any two companies. The 
Ad Hoc Group recommended that NASA sponsor an 
entirely new program aimed a t  bringing together 
all the best structural analysis computer techniques 
in the state-of-the-art. 
NASA Headquarters endorsed the recommenda- 
tions of the Ad Hoc Group and commissioned them 
to prepare a set of specifications. Fortunately, the 
papers from the first Wright Field Conference, 
"On Matrix Methods in Structural Analysisw, were 
available to consult. The following objectives of 
the specifications have now been established: 
1. Organize the program to be general-purpose. 
2. Embody a large three-dimensional etruc- 
tux a1 capability. 
3. Establish computer independence. 
4. Provide for nlodif ication without cascading 
effects. 
5. Build-in the maximum of user convenience. 
6 .  Document all aspedts to gain maximum 
visibility. 
The contract to implement the NASTR4N 
specifications was awarded to Computer Sciences 
Corporation (CSC) with MacNeal Schwendler, 
Martin Baltimore, and later Bell Aerosystems 
Company as subcontractors. The quality of the 
NASTRAN program and its documentation is testi- 
mony to the purposefulness with which the members 
of the implementation team applied themselves. 
This team has often exceeded the state-of-the-art 
guidelines that were established. A few examples 
are  the segment file allocator, the general input/ 
output module, matrix decomposition with active 
columns, the inclusion of scalar nonlinearities in 
cor.tro1 of system dynamics, the generality in the 
plot module, and the development of the self- 
contained "inverse power with shiftsw module for 
eigenvalue extraction. The overall design of the 
program has set a new standard for genela1 purpose 
programs of any discipline. The framework used in 
NASTRAN can be disassociated from elastic structures 
and can be applied to other disciplines, because there 
are  no semantic implications in the executive opera- 
tions. The program abounds in service code, which 
threads through every step of the problem physics 
providing convenience to the analyst. 
Many policy decisions had to be made as to the 
content of NASTRAN. The total framework of the 
program was considered to be the most important; 
the executive system had to be capable of managhg 
problems unbounded by core, be compact in its 
space requirements, be able to restart problems, 
be able to operate efficiently over different com- 
puters, and still be maintainable. 
It was decided that only basic finite elements 
would be included to deal with one- and two-dimensional 
elastic relationships such as beams, plates, and 
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axisymmetric shells. Economy of running time 
for the state-of-the-art eler-~ents was the 
determining factor in their selection. Mure 
sophisticated and new elements have appeared 
in the state-of-the-art since the inception of this 
program; these cpil easily be incorporated. 
The decis~on was made to write a single program 
in Fortran IV with some exceptional areas to be 
written in assembly language. Fortran .W, version 
13, In its various forms on different computers, 
seems to have stabilized as a language that will be 
current for a reasonably long time. More than 
99 percent of the program is written in Fortran. 
The program is modular, so that updating is a 
matter of revamping material within a module with- 
out modifying its external appearances. 
Hopefully, the framework that has been built has 
sufficient capability to serve a sizable portion of the 
large problems that current-ly exist in the structural 
analysis community. It is intended that new capa- 
bility be added or outdated capability be replaced 
by augmenting or replacing modules. An entire 
chapter in the Programmer's Manual has been 
devoted to the topic of Modifications and Additions 
in anticipation of serving this particular activity. 
The traffic in the development of new and increasingly 
versatile elastic modules is expected to be the most 
active. As analysts increase their use of the program, 
their detailed needs will become better'defined and 
the result will be that the traffic in "convenience. 
coden will also be expected to increase. It is desired 
that all such new features be called to the attention 
of the NASTRAN Project so that these ideas and 
routines can be disseminated to a broad audience. 
A computer program having al l  of the capabilities 
of NASTRAN will obviously be large, a s  NAGTRAN 
is. In fact i t  is larger than the entire Univac 1108 
Exec 8 System Program at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center Computation Laboratory. 
The overall effectivenes~ of a general purpose 
program depends in large measure on how well thF 
available programming techniqws have been employed 
in the'design of its organizational and control fea- 
tures. NASTRAN has a modular separation of func- 
tional capabilities organized under an efficient 
problem-independent executive system. This 
approach is absolutely essential for any complex 
multioperation, multifile application program. 
Despite the modular separation, it is clear that 
modules cannot be completely independent since they 
are all directed toward solution of the same general 
prrtblem. In particular they must i~terco~umunicate 
data between themselves. The executive routine 
separates system functions from problem solution 
functions. It establishes and controls the sequence 
of module execution according to options specified 
by the user; it establishes and communicates values 
of paramelers for each module; it allocates files for 
all data blocks generated during program execution 
and performs input/output to auxiliary files for each 
module: and it maintains a full restart capability for 
restoring a program execution after either a scheduled 
or unscheduled interruption. The executive system 
is open-erlded in the sense that i t  can accommodate 
an assentially unlimited number of functional modules, 
files and parsmeters. 
The functional modules a n  those rnodul:~ that 
perform the actual calculations. Thzj' belong to one 
of four catagories; i. e. ,  structural modules, matrix 
operations, utility modules, and user modules. 
The structural modules are the main subprograms 
of NASTWN. Some examples of structural mqdules, 
taken from the dynamic analysis, a re  real eigenvalue 
analysis, modal dynamic matrix assembler, transient 
dynamic response, and dynamic data recovery. The 
NASTRAN development team has made every effort 
to incorporate the very latest and best structural 
techniques to pernerve accuracy and spaad of solution. 
Most difficulties in  numerical analysis a r b  in  
connection with three basic implicit operations; 
matrix cktcompoeitian (or inversion) , eigenvalue 
extraction, and integration of differential equations. 
Tbe major difficulties that occur in the application 
of these operations to large problems are excessive 
computing time, error accumulation, and instability. 
Many metbods tbat work wedl with small or moderate 
size problems are not acceptable for large problems. 
The method employed for matrix decomposition 
(triangle decox&xition with active cd&) is 
especially important because of its extensive use as  
a base for the other two implicit operations. The 
method that is e;-lployed in the program takes maxi- 
mum advantage d matrix sparsity and bandedness. 
The latter aspect is particularly important because 
of the enormow gain in efficiency that occurs 
when banding techniques are  properly employed by 
the user in setting up problems for the displacement 
method. 
In general, the solution time for a large struc- 
tural llllslysis of any type can be greatly reduced by 
taking full advantage of the sparsity and 'bandwidth 
of the matrices that describe the structural problem. 
Other means have been used to improve efficiency fc.: 
large problems. Theae include storing aparsc 
matrices in packsci forra. 
The input/output options have been designed to 
be flexible in order to accommodate h e  analyst. The 
plot package is vely versatile ailowing a choice of 
orthographic, perspoctivo, or stereoscopic X-Y 
curve plot. All or portions of the structure can be 
plotted with varying view, line weight, and color. 
The explanation of any complex activity must be 
subdivided into phases or  steps to be intelligible. In 
&he case of a computer program for structural 
analysis, it is convenient to divide the total effort into 
a problem formulation phase and a problem solution 
phase. The beginning of the problem formulation 
phase occurs in the mind of the analyst.' He contem- 
plates, decides what he needs to know, and constructs 
a mathematical problem whose solution, he hopes. 
will provide relevant answers to his question. The 
range of choice in mathematical problem formulation 
provided by NASTRAN is, however rich in detail, 
limited to one basic approach; namely, the use of 
finite element structural models. The idealized 
structural model in NASTRAN consists of grid points 
to which loads are applied and at which degrees of 
freedom are defined. The grid points are connected 
by elements in the NASTRAN element library. The 
structural elenlent is a convenient localizing concept 
for specifying many of the properties of the structure 
including material properties, mass distribution, 
and some types of applied loads. 
A wide range of elastic elements including several 
forms of beams, triangular and quadrilateral plates, 
scalar olements, and special shell and ilxiaymmetric 
solid elements have been included in the element 
library. 
Anisotropic material properties may be employed 
in al l  plate elements. With modeling experience. 
there is no aerospace structure that cvlnot be 
accurately modeled by the NASTRAN elements. Some 
examples that are currently being solved by NASTRAN 
are the dished head assembly (Fig. 1) and the ATM 
solar panels (Fig. 2). The idealized model of the 
disted head assembly (Fig. 3) is formed by beams 
and tiriangular plates. The grid mesh has been 
increased in the area of interest. the intermtion of 
the two surfaces. Siucs the assembly is  symmetric, 
only half of the structure needs to be modeled. 
Figure 1. Dished head assembly drawing. 
Figure 2. Finir  element model of ATM 
solar array. 
Figure 3. Finite element model of dished head 
assembly. 
formats, ss they are called in NASTRAN, for static; 
and seven for dynamic analysis. 
In this problem, the stress and deflecticu~ 
were desired. However, it fe possible to rave the 
problem solution and to restart and perform a 
difierent analysis at  a later clate, poesibly a vibration 
~aalyais,  without dupli; .t5ng the original effort. 
Now, all that is left to be b e e  k to fffl out the The documentation for the NAETRAN Computer 
NASTRAN data carda (a simple although sometimes Program coaeiek of three manuale; the Ttreoretical 
tedioue task) and choose the analysis type, of which Manual, the Ulrer'r Manual, and the Programmer'u 
&ere are twelve available. There are five rigid Maauol. 
The Theoretica! Manual i s  a commentary on the 
program. It i s ,  f i rs t  of all ,  intended to be an 
introduction to NAPTRAN for all interested persons, 
including those who will use the prograin and those 
whose interests a re  less  direct. For  this purposc, 
the structure and the problem-solving cnpabilitic3s 
of the program are dtscribed in a narrative style. 
The rrlanualls most impoktant function, h o ~ e v e r ,  
i s  to justify the analytical and numerical procedures 
that underlie the program by presenting rxplanrttions 
and derivations of sufficient depth 10 b t  convincing. 
The selection of material has not been an easy 
task because not everyone has the same conccpt of 
what the word "theory" means when it  is  applied to 
a computer program. A broad view concerning the 
selection of materials has been adopted; i. e. , the 
formulation that will be solved, the development of 
the procedures o r  algorithms that will be used in the 
solution, the organization of the program, and the 
flow of data through the computer. 
The User's Manual contains all of the informa- 
tion needed to solve problems with NASTHAN. It 
includes instruction in structural modeling techniques, 
instruction in input preparation, and information to 
, d s t  the interpretation of output. It contains 
descriptions of all  input data cards,  restar t  proce- 
dures ,  and diagnostic messages. 
The Programmer's Manual contains the informa- 
tion that is required for  maintenance and modification 
of the program. It contains a complete description 
of the program code including the mathematical 
equations that a r e  implemented in the Functional 
Models and describes the Executive System and the 
coding practices that have been employed. 
The NASTldN program is currently operut~onal 
or, the IBiVI 7094/7040 ,  the IBM :l(i0 models 50 
through 95, the CDC 6400,  6500,  and 6600 ,  and 
the Univac 1108 Exec !I computer systems. The 
plotters that car  be utilized with these systel)~s 
a r e  t5e Stromberg Carlson 4020 ,  the Bensor Lehner 
LTE o r  STE, the El~c t ron ics  Associates EL4 3500, 
~c aispiay Data ED80, and the Calcomp 7%. 
Now that the ~ n l t ~ a l  develc~pn~ent phase has been 
completed, there .vill be continu~ng m-intcnancc Iiy 
a NASTRAN Managenlent Center a t  a yet undetermined 
NASA Center. TIIP Office of Advanced Research nnd 
Te,hnolog,y will fund the maintenance and development 
tasks. In other words, the program will not beoo~ne 
stagnantor die. In fact, the f i rs t  year 's  improve- 
ments have been determined and prioritieb lrave been 
assigned. A few examples are: 
i . Substructure Partitioning 
2. Finite Element Thermal Analyzer 
3. Dummy Element 
4. Single Precision Option 
5. Training Films 
NASTRAN is the perfect tool to be used in the 
development of h e  shuttle vehicle. It  w i l ,  f i rs t  
of all ,  do the job and do i t  efficiently; i t  will allow 
the monitoring NFSA Centers, theprime contractors, 
the subcontractors, and other interested parties to 
exchange information freely and to converse in a 
common language; and possibly of equal importance, 
with the correct management and guidelines, i t  
can save untold development time and costs. 
SKYLAB DOCKING RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
w- 
W. R. Holland 
ABSTRACT 
The salient features of the nuthenlatical 
formulation and digital algorithm developed by 
Martin-Marietta Corporation. Denver Division for 
the Skylab docfing response analysis a re  presented. 
The mathematical model considers the doc:kin& I (lies 
to be in proximity such that collision is  imminent. 
The coupling of the docking mechanism and the 
elastic responses of the vehicles a r e  included. The 
Apollo probe/drogue docking system is considered. 
l NTRODUCTION 
The docking maneuver and i ts  associated 
structural responses is a primary consideration in 
the design of large flexible space structures such as 
Skylab. The Martin-Marietta Corporation, Denver 
Division under contract to Marshall Space Flight 
Center has developed the methodology and digital 
algorithm to determine the respol~se of two elastic 
vehicles during the docking mrineuver. The objective 
of this paper i s  to present the salient features of 
their analys~s.  More rigorous explanations and 
deve!opments a r e  contained in References 1 through 3. 
Many authors ha. s analyzed the ddking  manew 
ver in recent years  In generd ,  their formulal;?n~ 
were restricted to consideration of ribid vehicles 
Their docking analysis was performed in two steps; 
(A; calculation of the force-time histories a t  the 
docki;lg mechanism between the vehicles and (2) 
application of the force-time histories from step 1 
to elastic response analyses oi the respective bodies. 
This procedure io referred to as the "two-step 
method. It was shown in Reference 4 that the two- 
step method can yield very conservative elastic 
responses for .t highly flexible structure such a 
Skylab (Fig. I ) .  More realisdc responses and loads 
a r e  attainable by applying a "one-step methcd", 
wherein the effects o: docking elastic rather than 
rigid vehicles a r e  included. r h e  Skylab Dockihg 
Response Analysis is a 0x10-step method. 
Figure 1. Skylab docking configuration. 
PHY S I CAL PROBLEM 
The docking maneuver can be described a s  a 
controlled collision of two vehicles. The vehicles 
a r e  considered to be initidly In proximity such that 
collision is imminent. Each vehicle has a docking 
m e c h a n i s ~  hat serves to (1) dirsipate the relative 
kinetic el .-gy. ( 2 )  align the vehicles, and (3) bring 
the v e h i c ~ ~ s  together and thus achieve a structural 
ti.?. 
The   pol lo probe/drogue docking system (Fig. 2) 
i s  utilized in the Skylab progrrim. The docking prcbe 
is mounted on the command srtrvice module (CSM) , 
and a drogue is mounted on the Skylab cluster a t  a 
radial docking port and also at  the axial docking port. 
The CSM will be referred to a s  the chase vehicle, 
and the cluster wil l  be referred to as tbe target 
vehicle. 
The &=king p:-+* (Fig. 3) coosists of a central 
body, probe heaa. ;itch arms,  tension links, hydral- 
l ic  attenuators, caphim latches, and support struc- 
ture. The central body coatains an in-sr cylinder 
that allows relative axial motion (10-inch stroke) 
with respect to an outer cylinder. I% probe head 
is ej-nW mollnted on the inner cylinder and houses 
capture latches that engage the drogue apex. 
The pitch a r m s  and tension lix+s act  to align 
the vehicles and prevent any jack-knifing motion. 
PROBE 
The alknuators a r e  fluid-displacement type units 
and a r e  the primary sources of energy dissipation. 
T5e geometry d the probe and drogue is such that 
the potential points of contact are the probe head on the 
drogue surface and the pitch a r m s  on the drogue lip. 
ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Curink the course of the docking simulation, 
there a r e  constraints that result from !he geometry 
of the decking mechanism. As an example, consider 
the requirement Ukt tbe motion d the probe head 
be c o n s t r a i i d  to be coincident with the m o t i ~  of 
the drogue apex when ;he prube hw.d is captured. 
Such conditions of comtraint do ;lot exist a priori, 
but are? maintained by strong forces. it is 3 distinct 
advantage of the Lagrangian method 151 :hat allows 
oue to formulate the equatims of mot'on for a system 
with constraints without knowledge of the constraint 
forces. The constraint forces a r e  ircplied by 
constraint equations. Nav, the foil% of Lagrangefs 
equations with auxiliary conditions of constraint 
a r e  cited. 
EQUAT l OHS CF MOT l ON 
Consider the dynamical system to be character- 
ized by discrete coordinates 
DROGUE ASSEMBLY (MDA 
Figure 2. Docking system major assemblies. 
STRUT ASSEMBLY 
LATCHES ATTENUATOR ASSEMBLES 
Figure 3. Probe docking system. 
en%,...,% - ( 1  forces required to maintain the constraint. The m 
equations of constraint coupled with the n 
The motion of the coordinates is restricted by Weren t id  equations of motion are sufficient to 
kinematical conditions. These auxiliary conditions solve for the n unknowns, %; and for the m 
of constraint may be expressed in general form as unknowns. Xm. 
- - 
9, = $, (91, Q. %. &, i, g; t, dt) = 0 . (2) In general, i t  is more convenient to apply 
equations (2) and (3) in matrix form. To achieve 
s = 1, 2, .., m a matrix form, consider a transformation 
matrix, [PI ,  where 
The Lagrange equations of motion can bc 
expressed as {u} = I81{6) . (4) 
q, . (3) The vector {u} contains nonholonom'.~ velocities 
(velocity colikponents projected on ;L totaling coordi- 
nak system). 
In the abwe equation, T is the kinetic enesm of the 
whole system. The generdized forces, Qk, are  A matrix [PI is defined such that the kth row of 
associated with al l  impressed forces both conserva- [PI is 
tive and notwonsewatire. The Lagrangian muitiplier, 
X . is  a measure of the microscopic violation of the 
S 
- 
(kth row of [PI) = (4 (5) 
constrant equation ,nS = 0, and is  equivalent to the 
W. B. HOLLAND 
The auxiliary conditions of constraint (rquation 2) a set  of firs1 order differential equatiorls of the 
a r e  expressedin Ule form general for111 
n 
- ., - - Y .  = fi P',' Y2,. . . Yn, t) ( 1 3 )  
Qs = ;1 Esk qk + Qst = 0 - ( 6 )  1 
k= 1 
where 
The tern1 has been added to account for  rheon~mic  
s t  i = 1, 2 , .  . . n  . 
constraints. The kinetic energy, T, may be expressed 
in terms of the nonholonomic velocities and a mass The elements of the vector (Y) completely 
matrix IbI1, o r  define the s tate  of the system.at any time. The 
1 1 '  relationships between {Y) , {Y! , and t a r e  the T = :(u) [M]{u) . (7) equations of motion, constraint, and auuiikry 
Guations that describe the beha..ior d the system. 
With equations (4 through 7). equations(2) and The of (Y) are initially riven; by (3) can now be written in matrix form as evaluating {Y) numerically, inputs into an integra- 
tion algorithm that serves to increment {Y) a r e  
obtained. 
= {QO> + [blT{h> (8) Let #us define the elements of the state vector 
and (y). 
- - 
[bl{qj + {@t) = (0) . (9) {%I {x i )  
The matrix [@I is a square m t r i x  that is, in general, 
non-singular; then, {TT} 
bC' 
{ci) = [131-'(u) . (10) 
{y) = !xcl 
Now, if equation (8) is pre-multiplied by [B] 6 ')-' L y c ~  
and equation (10) is substituted into equation ( ) . 
the followiag is obwned (PI { 2,) 
T -1 [ ~ l ( u }  + ( lbl ) ([blT - [PI) [ ~ l { u }  { !=I 
T -1 
= ( 161 ) ({Q-> + lblT{~}) (11) { 2,) { tC) 
and {acs> * (14) 
- 
[bl [@I-' {u) + l@t) = (0) - -L (I2) where 
Equation (1 1) represents n differential equations 
of motion and equation (12) represents the m 
equations of constraint. The derivation of the explicit 
forms of the matrices [ P I ,  [PI, and [bl are too 
lengthy to inclu&- here and can be found in . 
Reference 2. 
STATE VECTOR 
The equations of motion and a axiliary equations 
that characterize the docking ananewer c a w r i s e  
W. 8. HOLLAND 
and 
The parameters L+., vT, and w a r e  compnents T 
of translational velocity of the target vehicle's center 
of mass,  referred to the target body-fixed system 
(Fig. 1). Z),e ccmponents of angular velocity of the 
target W,~-fixed system a r e  wxT , wvT , and w 
z T  ' 
The vector posi t ionia  the target vehiciels center of 
I 
-- 
INERTIAL 
mass from the origin of the ii~ertialframeand referred 
to the inertial frame has comp>nents X T, YT, and 
ZT. The orientation of the target vehicle's body axes 
with respect to the inertial system is given by the 
six direction  cosines,^ The vectors {u ), {x }, ijT' C C 
and { y  } have corresponding definitions for the chase 
C 
vehicle. The vector (p) contains six parameters that 
describe the state of the probe assembly, 
CHASE VEHICLE 
. P R O  ASSEMBLY 
/ 
-' /'\ 
,iT , TARGET VEHICLE 
Figure 4. Coordinate systems. 
W. 8. HOLLAND 
The coordinate iX describes the exbnsion of 
the inner cyliuder (Fig. 5). The angular deforma- 
tion of the probe body resulting from elastic 
deflections of the probe support struts i s  described 
by the coordinates y and y,. The coordinates Y 
(yl = 1, 2, 3) are the angles included Setween the 
pitch arms and the probe central body. 
Figme 5. Probe mechanism geometry. 
The elastic ckflections of the target and chase 
vehicles are expressed a s  a superposition of normal 
free-free elastic modes of the respective vehicles. 
The vectors { k ){kc) contain the normal coordinates T 
of the elastic modes of the target and chase vehicles, 
respectively. The vector { b  ) contains the attitude C s 
control system parameters that are  required to close 
the loop. 
CONSTRAINT CRITERIA 
There is a variety of combinations of constraint 
conditions that are  to be implemented during the 
course of a motion simulation. The constraint criteria 
permit the mathematical model to simulate t'ie 
various events that occur during the maneuvering in 
a representative manner. The motion during the 
maneuver is characterized by the banping, sliding, 
breaking contact, and capture of the docking 
mechanisms. 
A parameter @. i s  associated with each of the 
1 
constraint conditions. The constraints are  identified 
in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF THE 
CONSTRAINTS ( 1 1 
Because of the nature of the docking system. 
there are  certain constraints that cannot @ysicaLly 
occur a t  the same time. For example, the jth 
tension link caanot be in tension wben the jth pitch 
arm is  in contact with the drogue lip; i. e.. @. and 
J 
Q i + 4  cannot simultaneously be equal to zero. A 
s ik i lar  conflict exists between cpl and h. This 
means that during the motion, if 9.  = 0, then the 
1 
A 
Constraint 
Parameter 
.#I j = 1,2,3 j' 
4 4  
'j+ 4 
j=1,2,3 
9 8  
corresponding constraint equation is a candidate to 
be used. When a conflict in ronstraint conditions 
occurs. the dominant condition is chosen. 
i 
Description 
jth Tension Lin-k Constraint 
4J. = lpelo- lpel - + . = o .  
J j '  J 
Probe Headsontact Constraint 
.#I4 = -DSa ea - C ;  t $ 4 r 0 .  
jth PitchArm~Contact Constraint 
=QR: m . - A  - 4 J  ZO 
'j+4 j j b *  j+4 
Probexead Capture Constraint 
h= IDS1 - C / s i n a ; h r O  
There is a constraint force, A, corresponding 
to each of the constraint equations. If a particular 
constraint equation is not in effect. its corresponding 
constraint force is zero. When particular constraint 
equations a re  in effect. the certain elements of the 
{Y} vector a re  solved to satisfy the constraint 
equations. The subvector (d) is that portion of 
{p} that is committed to satisfy the constraint 
equations. 
NUMER I CAL EXAMPLE 
A docking response analysis was accomplished 
considering the- CSM docking to the axial port of the 
W. 8. HOLLAND 
cluster. The elastic modes d the cluster were in Figures 6 and 7. The docking force is  the reso- 
included in one case and omitted in another. The lution of the constraint forces to p i n t  D (Fig. 4). 
CSM was considered rigid (inelastic) in both cases. It is  noted that the maximcrm force resulhng from 
For a given set of initial conditions, the docking the elastic simdation is  significantly less than that 
force time histories were calculated and are plotted from the inelastic sin- llatior.. 
- 
InInAL ~ ~ W ~ T I O I U :  x = 13.1. v - r i s .  z - am 
& - iw. m - am. FE - so 
U - 1 2  v - 0  W . 6  
F m u m  
Figure 6. Docking force time history. 
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ELASTIC - 
U ( E L M g l c - - - - - -  
o 0.1 02 a~ Q. ~5 o# a7 OJ a* 1.0 
NzDYSI#E 
Figure 7. Pocking force time history. 
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SL A 
SKIN-STRINGER - - - - 
THIRD OCTAVI BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (HERTZ] 
Figure 2. Comparison of noise reduction for SLA and skin-stringer enclosure. 
2. Add absorption material to the internal sur- 
face of the enclosure to reduce the internal sound 
field. 
3. Employ a light inert gasews medium, zuch 
as helium, internal to the enclosure to provide an 
impedance mismatch between the air (external) and 
the helium (internal). 
The first of these techniques was eliminated because 
of the payload weight restriction. The addition of 
an absorptive material and the utilization of the 
helium gas were selected for further investigation. 
Helium was selected since it is the lightest, non- 
flammable gas available and therefore provides 
maximum noise reduction through a maximum imped- 
ance mismatch. The impedance of an unbounded 
acoustic medium is a function of pC (the mass density 
times the speed of sound in the medium). The term 
pC can be thought of in terms of momentum density. 
Since C is the speed of sound in the medium or the 
speed at which mechanical energy propagates in the 
medium, pC may be regarded 48 the momentum per 
unit volume that may propagate through the medium. 
If a system is composed of two media having different 
values of pC, animpedance mismatch occurs at the 
interface and the inefficiency of the system is 
increased. That is, the medium with the smaller 
value of pC is capable of absorbing and transmitting 
a smaller amount of momentum than the lnedium with 
a greater value of pC. The excess momentum remains 
in the medium of greater pC in the form of a reflected 
wave [ 11. The ratio of the impedance (pC) of helium 
to air is approximately 0.407, and since the sound 
pressure level varies proportionally with the imped- 
ance, the expected noise reduction was predicted as 
follows: 
N. R. = 20 log pCHe *dB pC Air 
A survey indicated that accomplishing noise reduction 
in this manner was without precedent and would 
require careful laboratory testing. 
TEST PROCEDURE 
An applied research test program was formulated 
to evaluate and verify the noise reduction capability 
of the helium and absorptive material. A series of 
acoustic tests was conducted in the MSFC acoustic 
research facility utilizing a monacoque stainlens steel 

3. Cylinder modified with 2.54-cm (1-in. ) 
thick polyurethane foam applied to all  interior 
~ u r f a c e s  and ambient a i r  inside the cylinder. 
4. Cylinder modified with 2. 54-cm (1-in. ) 
thick polyurethane foam applied to all  interior sur- 
faces and the internal vol~mle purged with helium. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Data from the microphones were recorded on 
magnetic tape. One-third octave band analyses were 
subsequent$ performed on the recorded data. The 
data were plotted in decibels a t  one-third octave 
band center frequencies. To obtain an estimate of 
noise reduction for the cylinder, the average internal 
microphone levels were subtracted from the average 
external levels, and the resulting noise reduction 
curves were plotted. This is the form ill which the 
results a r e  presented in this paper. 
TEST RESULTS 
The results from these tests show that the use 
of helium was quite effective in providing additional 
noise reduction. These effects a r e  shown in Figure 4 
by comparing the noise reduction measured when the 
cylinder w2.s filled with helium and when filled with 
air.  The a i r  volume critical frequency at  182 Hz and 
the helium volume c r ~ t i c a l  frequency a t  530 Hz a r e  
volume resonance phenomena that a r e  a function of 
the media. These resonances, a s  expected, a r e  
indicated by a decrease in the measured :.ioise 
reduction. A significant decrease in noise reduction 
also occurred near thb ring frequency, which was 
calculated to be approximately 1800 Hz. It  is a 
1 
0 AIR INSIDE THE CYLINDER 
0 HELIUM INStDE THE CYLINDER (9KHELIUM) 
Figure 4. Noise reduction of a monocoque cylinder in a reverberant acoustic field. 
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well-known property d cylildrical structures 
that response is highest a t  the ring frequency, thus 
causing another decrease iu noise reduction for 
both media. A large noise reduction wan obtained 
in the frequency range between the a i r  and helium 
volume critical frequsncies. Above the helium 
volume criiical frequency, approximately 8 to 1 C dB 
additional noise reduction was obtained. In scaling 
from the b e t  cylinder to the 6.61 .m (21.7-fl) 
diameter payload enclosure, the a i r  and hehum 
volume critical freqllencies wodd shift down iu 
frequency to 25 Hz and 70 Hz, respectively. Thcs, 
i t  can be assnuned that the helium will provide 
8 to 10 dB added noise reduction for  the payload 
enclosure in tbe frequency spectrum above 25 Hz. 
The noise reduction furnished by the absorptive 
material was frequency-dependent a s  shown in 
Figure 5. In the frequency band from 40 to 100 Hz, 
the absorptive material provided practically no noise 
reduction above that afforaed by the cylinder. 
However, from 600 to 3000 Hz, raductior~s of 2 to 6dB 
in sound premure levels were obtained. An ulexpect- 
ed result was the lnagnitude of added noise reduction 
indicated from 100 to 600 Hz. This effect was 
attributed to the added mass and stiffness caused by 
t1.e presence of the foam since the cylinder was 
lnonocoque and only 0.046 cm (0.018 in. ) thick. 
Another ser ies  of tests was run with the 
cylinder modified with tho 2.54-cm (1-in.) layer 
of f.lam and purged with I ~ e l i m .  These results,  
presented in Figure &, show tnat the foam and 
helium furnished appraximately 25 aB in the fre- 
quency range above the helium v ~ l u m e  critical 
freqcerlcy. These iesults indicate a greater  noisa 
reductiqn thnn the added results of the heli~un and 
absorptive test taken snparately. This ob tion 
implies that the absorption matarial was ino-: 
efficient in the helium environment. Howeye -., 
no theoretical basis was found to support t i ~ i s  
observation. 
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Fibare 5. Noise reduction of a monocoque cylinder in a reverberant acoustic field. 
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Figure 6. Noise reduction of a monoroque cyiinder in a reverbenret acoustic fieid. 
CONCLUS l ONS 
An added wizc r&-uon of 8 to 10 dB can be 
obtained for a cylindrical structure with an internal 
h e i t i  environme?;. The wise redwtim prwided 
by pol-wetbane foam h o r p t i v e  material is f reqtle1:cy- 
dependent. Seductions of 2 to dB were c - w i  
in Lhr frequency reginn of 600 to 3000 Hz. The 
conclusio~s from ?he helium test were the basis 
for an operational requiremnt ta purge tk payload 
cnc!osure mlt l i  helium prior to launch. This require- 
ment specified that a 93-percent heliuln environment 
be maintained up tc, 15 sec after launch. 
Since the research effort reported in this 
paper, sevcrlsl &Zuoai acoustic tests have been 
perf:*.& to investigate tbe effect d a belium 
on compoaent vibration respaase. A portion 
of these tests were sponsored under research 
~xmtrsct MS8-luz6u with Wyle LaboratorLes. 
Another se-ies of tests invalved a large 6.71 m 
(22-ft) diameter cylinder mounted cm tbe Mobile 
Acoustic Research Lab (MARL) test fixture located 
at the Missbsippi Test Facility. The U R L  was 
Lw. 2d - r i  tbe tcst st2nds Pnd exposed to four, 
stage-static-test exposures. During these expos~u-es, 
the c y W r  was purged witb M u m .  The results 
from tb. ie L e n  %C I! iieyorred in the mar futun. 
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S-l l  STAGE VIBRATIQN TCSTIUG AND ANALYSIS 
fOR THE POGO 
SUMMARY 
The Dynamics Anaysis Branch of the 
Astronautics Laboratory of Marshall Space Flight 
Center condutied an investigation of the longitudinal 
.J - <iikLLefi pproblcx encountered during second stage 
-urn of the Saturn V vehicle. This report describes 
the structural test and math modeling effort that was 
cndertaken. It includes details of h e  extensive 
experiments! research progrvn performed on the 
S-II stage vehr le  in conjunction with a definitive 
math model development utilizing the test information. 
The tests were conducted using a shortened S-Il 
stage to determine dynamic characteristics of the 
thrust structure/center engine crossbeamjliquid 
hydroelastic system. These data were used a s  
direct input in developing the math mode!. Coi i i~ i - i -  
soas between x~ults obtained from the empirical 
model and tests a r e  made; these show excellent 
correlation in frequency, response, and mass 
characteristics. Also, comparisons between flight 
data and the calctdated overall vehicle modal 
parameters a r e  made to further verify the adequacy 
of the structural r u d e ; .  
INTRODUCTION 
Deveiopment of large space vehicles involves 
the assemblage of vast amounts of hardware. 
Structural convergence of these compuur;;its, in most 
cases, produces an operational system with many 
dyaamically complex characteristics. The inflight 
dynamic response of these vlthicles is dependent on 
parameters related to structural design, fluid 
mechanics, propulsion mechanisms, and cmtrol  
systems. To properly analyze cjnamic problems 
that occur during flight, all of these effec's must 
be taken into account. 
On December 21, 1968, the first manned 
?aturn V vehicle (AS-W3) was launched. Second 
stage longitudinal oscillation problems, known as 
WGO were first recorded during this flight. The 
Lee 
severity of this problem did not become apparent. 
however, until the flight of AS-504 (Ap~ilo 9mission) 
on March 3, 1970. Figure 1 shows recorded 
accelerometer response in G's versus flight time 
for three areas in the aft end of the S-II stage. 
These data were talie~ from oscillograms of the 
AS-504 lox sump, center engine, and outboard 
engine during S-ll stage burn. 
An d y s i s  of this flight data and some previous 
test data revealed that the center engine crossbeam 
responded a t  a frequency near 18 Hz throc&ut 
Tiight. The response of the beam was of low ampli- 
tude until near the end of second stage bum. At 
this time the system became unstable, and the large 
amplitude oscillations shown in Figura 1 were 
encountered. It was hypothesized that one of the 
predominant lox bulkhead modes increased in 
frequency with decreasiug liquid level and coupled 
with the crossboam resmamx to cause thk 
instability. This would apparently indicate that a s  
the lox bulkhead frequency approached the 18 Hz 
region, the total system would enter into a closed 
Imp, regenerative mode, producing high response 
levels in the aft section of the S-ll stage. 
Because of the impact and complexity of the 
problem, an extensive experimental program was 
initiated. Flgure 2 exhibits a flow chazt outline 
of the total S-ll oscillation program. This paper 
presents, however, only a summary of the testing, 
modeling techniques, and data comparisons utilized 
in updating, assessing, and verhying the structural 
model. 
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 
Dynamictestingofthes-IIs'i9gewasc- 
of three pbases. Figure 3 shows the structural 
di€fe~encs between the three phases as well as the 
method of dynamic =citation. The approximate 
location of tbe accelerometer instrumentation is 
also shown for ea .i case. It should be noted that for 
pbase I testing, the aft skirt was fixed to ground, 
but during phase II rtod UI testing the structure was 
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Figure 1. AS-% vibration amplitudes. 
supported on a low frequency air suspension system. feedlines capped and filled with water. The goal 
The lox tznk was filled with &-ionized water and of these two phases was to determine the following 
drained in several incremental levels. Modal surveys, properties: (1) pred~~minant system mode shapes, 
which include sinusoidai sweeps from 5 to 50 Hz and (2) system damping, (3) modal frequencies, 
resonant frequency dwell tests, werethenperformed (4) generalized mass, (5) effects of the lox fedlines. 
at each of the levels. and (6) tank botWm/lax Line pxwsures. 
The primary objective of the phase 1 sequence 
was b empirically investigate the axisymmetric 
modes of the aft lox tank bdkhead as a fclrction of 
propellant level, corresponding to levels prior to and 
through the period of longitudinal oscillation obaservcd 
during the AS-504 flight. The investigation included 
the acquisition of such dynamic parameters as mode 
shapes, damping frequency, generalized mass, d 
tank bottom pressures. The phase iI and phase III 
test efforts wsre designed to deter- bulkhead/ 
thrust structure/crossbea;n mocial interaction. 
Phase III also included the installation of the five lax 
The phase I test prwed to be an excellent setup 
for deiermining the axisymmetric aydroelasYc 
m& of the lax tank bulkhead. Accelerometers 
were placed along several meridians over a 180- 
degree section of the bulkbad. Response data 
obt4intd at the sorrre level on each meridian were then 
averaged to yield mode sbapes. Figwe 4 shows the 
firat three W e a d  resonani frequencies versus flight 
time as related to the AS-504 vehicle S-11 stage burn. 
Pharu U anl IU data were obtplWd from the 
ct ruc tura l  intenation of tbe lox toDk bulkhead, aft 
H. *I. LEE 
Figure 2. S-LI oscillation overall program flow. 
skirt, thrust structure, center engine crossbeam, tank but also the thrust structure, outboard engine, 
and several other components. Presented in and center engine crossbeam. The govemng 
Figure 5 a re  the first five longitudinal S-11 system differential eqtiation in generalized coorGirates is 
modal frequencies versus AS-504 second stage flight 
time. Interesting modal frequency patterns can he {<I + r"ndn~{$,} + P W ~ J { ~ ~ )  
noted in the figure because of be cctnplex interaction 
cf the structural components. These Crequewy T = I { F s i n  wt} , 
versus time plots represent only one of the many 
ASSESS,, ??tiltTE 
& VERIFY 
STRUCTURAL MODEL 
1 
types of forced response information obtained from 
the S-II testing program. It was from the data that 
the m2th model of the aft end of the S-11 vehicle where 
A 
ESTABLISH & VERIFY 
FINAL SOLUTION 
I 2  
ASSESS, UPDATE 
& VERIFY 
PROPEUANT DUCT 
MODELS 
- k& i ia  
& VERIFY / 
ENGINE TRANSFER I 
FUNCTIONS 
was defined. q = nth model coordinate 
n 
IDENTIfY CAUSE OF 
S-11 OSClLI.AflON 
MATH MOLELING TECHN IQUE w n = natural frequency of nth mode 
{@In = nth modal column 
A multi-degree-of -freedom model of the phase I 
test configuration was developed to simulate the { F  sin wt} = applied force a t  frequency w 
resDonse of the structu~-e/fluid system. The modeling gn = damping of nth mode 
technique used is given in Reference 1. The structure 
and f l i d  were asswed fo be a damped structural 
system subjected to harmonic forced motion. Test blg = generalized mass of nth mode. n 
r e s p n s e  data a r e  used direct i n ~ a  to the wVation The s ~ - a ~ & s o l u t i m  of q ~ l s t l o n  (1) i s  
3f motion, from which the u~-oupled mofe shapes 
a r e  obtained. The c o r r e s w ~ l i n g  mass and stiffness 
matrices can be calculated using the condition of 
orthogonality of modes. 
The phase II modeling utili%ed ff e same technique " = ((1 - $y + ( 2 E n $ - r  as described ahove, ircorporating not only the lax 
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Figure 5. Phase 11 and LU frequency 
versus tihe. 
This substitation theu results io the following 
equation: 
( ~ ~ ~ ~ )  sin (wt + + 1 
' ~ n  
n 
-- (3) 
Frn (p - $y + ( a n k y ] y 2  
'sn If - IE  treatec! as forced response, one can 
Frn 
assume that i t  i s  comprised of the summation of the 
response contributions from each mode being ana- 
lyzed. With this in mind, the following system of 
equatiots is obtained for response with an applied 
force at  mode 1 with a forcing frequency of i~ = wl: 
The constants C.. represent the coefficients of 
11 
the modal displacement products @ @ seen in 
rn sn 
equation (3). The subscripts i and j refer to the 
forcing frequency w .  and the modal resonant frequency 
w ., respectively. C . .  can be more specifically 
J 1J 
defined as follows: 
1 sin (a. t  + 6.) (4) 
A similar set of equations may be obtained for every 
forcing frequency w = w. to w = o 
1 n' 
Careful examination of equation (4) reveals 
that the modal displacements are  the only unknowns. 
All other parametera can be obtaiued for tbe test 
data. These unknowns [ @ rm qEn] S U P P ~  the iinforma- 
tion needed to define independent normal modes [ I $ ]  
for the system. 
Utilizing the conditions of orthogonality, the 
mass and stiffness matrices can be found in the 
following manner: 
Several f i l l  conditions were selected frcm each 
test phase. Modal frequencies, normal displace- 
ments, damping, and generalized mass from the 
dwell test data were input into equation (1). and 
normal modes were then substituted into equations 
(5) and (61. 
COMPAR I SON OF TEST AND MODEL DATA 
One check ma& on the developed model was a 
comparison of calculated response versus frequency 
with frequency response data cbtahed from the test. 
The model wad derived using data obtained a t  reso- 
nant dwell points. As expected, exact agreement 
was shwm a: &om points, as seen in Figu- - 6 and 7 
for phase I and phase II comparis~ns, resp..tively. 
Also good agreement is shown at  points other 'ban 
resonance through the entire frequency range of 
interest. This indicates that the model adequately 
simulated the bydroelastic test system. 
The total longitudinal mass of the system was 
determined from the generated mass matrices and 
is &own in Table 1 for the a s e  Ii conditions. The 
total mass check was important, since this model 
I T -  
YULTS. - 1 
would cvectually be incorporated into a flight 
niodel of the S a t ~ r n  V vehicle. No restraint had 
- I > l o  been placed on :he magnitude of the m a w  matrix, 
, but the table shows good agreemelrt with actual 
- 
- 
ib2 - test vehiclz weights. 
? ~. 
:: 
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B W  COMPARISON OF VEHICLE ANALYSIS 
0 
- AND FLIGHT DATA 
- 
? j 4  A' 
0 
.a It should be noted that the phase III test data were 
- 
not used in deriving a final model for use in vehicle 
analysis. A comparison betreen the phase II and 
7 2 P 6 8 13 IZ  IC 16 I \  211 phase 111 data did not reveal an anomaly induced by 
FREOIX\CY 19-1 the addition of engine fet.ilines. It was, therefoxe, 
concluded that the line definition that had been 
Flgure 6. Phase I - model/ test comparison previously used would be i:.corporated and that 
(2~5-sec  flight time). phase II data adequately defined the tnrust structure/ 
LOX SUMP CENTER ENGINE 
LEGEND 
.J 
12 M 24 
FREQUEIUY (h) FREQUtWtY (Hz) 
Figure 7. Phase II - modelltest comparison (205-sec flight time). 
TABLE 1.  COMPARISON OF ACTUAL WEIGHTS WITH WEIGHTS CALCULATED FROM MASS MATRICES 
Percent Er ror  
+5.11 
+22.8 
-1.39 
-2.26 
-0.02 
+O. 02 
-0.01 
+2.56 
I 
e 
S-II Flight 
Time, sec 
205 
313 
328 
341 
352 
361 
361 
370 
46 
Actual 
Weight, kg (Ib) 
207 445 (457 330) 
97 447 (214 830) 
84 001 (185 187) 
72 489 (159 588) 
62 892 (138 629) 
55 772 !I22 954) 
52 853 (116 496) 
50 197 (110 667) 
Mass Matrix 
Weight, kg (Ib) 
218 051 (480 711) 
119 7.50 (264 000) 
82 826 (182 597) 
71 851 (156 977) 
62 847 (138 332) 
55 903 (123 243) 
52 759 (I 16 311) 
51 482 (113 496) 
center engine crossbeam/bulkhead system. A model 
derived from these data was then incorporated into the 
total Saturn V vehicle (Fig. 8 ) ,  which contains spring- 
mass representations of the remaining flight structure. 
Figure 9 shows a comparison of a frequency analysis 
of the Saturn V S-11 stage burn model versus AS-504, 
AS-507, and -1s-508 flight d a b .  The first three 
modes seen on the chart a r e  major vehicle l o n g i t u h d  
modes. The next three modes r e p w e n t  the f i rs t  and 
second predominant bulkhead modes and the predomi- 
nant crossbeam mode, respectively. It is cpparent 
that the flight data generally follow the predominant 
second bulkhead mode. However, no definite conclu- 
sion can be drawn from this analysis, since :(.h 
parameters a s  forcing function, control Systeius, 
and engine transfer functions were not incorporated. 
Approximate flight time for the POGO instability 
on AS-504 was a t  340 seconds into the S-II stage burn. 
The AS-507 flight did not exwrienco this instability 
because of the center engine shutdown a t  about 
60 seconds, before the end of S-II burn. This was 
done to open the unstable regenerative loop 
developed on flights such a s  AS-6d4. The AS-508 
flight also had a scheduled early center engine 
shutdown; howcver, POGO developed a t  about 170 
seconds into S-II burn, 2nd an unscheduled center 
engine sllutdown was 2ffected i-ecause of excessive 
vibration leveis. 
It has been s h o x ~ ~  that the aft end of rhe S-11 
stage, including such complex components a s  
bWead/f luid,  thrust structure engines, an6 c ross  - 
beam, was successfully tested a d  mathematically 
/ 17H.0 
<' lW.0 
I 
I o n  I D  
I €6. EWC. 
Figure 8. S-I1 flight mc ~91 .  
/ 
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modeled. The results yielded an excellent frequency 
response and mass characteristics correlation. 
These models were incorporated into overall flight 
vehicle models and analyzed for modal parameters. 
Preliminary compr i sons  of frequency analysis with 
actual flight data indicate that the total structural 
modeling program has produced a good representatiu~l 
of the flight vehicle. d u a l  POGO instability 
analyses will be performed later utilizing these test- 
developed models along with other propulsion and 
coutrol fystem transfer function modeling data. 
FIItIire Saturn V flight vehicles will also be evaluated 
for this oscillatory problem when the model is able 
to reproduce a l l  responses observed on previous 
vehicles. 
X ALSO7 FLIGHT DATA 
0 AS-5i)l FLIGHl DATA 
S-'i F L ' G H 7  TIME ,SECt 
F'gare 9. Flight data versus flight model. 
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